NUUO Helps To Monitor Campus and Reduce Vandalism

“NUUO products are well designed for those who want high end security, reliability at lower cost.” said by customers.

Protecting student safety and facilities

Jubail Technical Institute (JTI), a part of Royal Commission of Jubail & Yanbu, was established as an autonomous organization of the Saudi Government. In order to protect students and facilities, JTI was looking for a solution to improve safety and security by video management software. “NUUO is an advanced software with outstanding features and students benefit from NUUO’s user-friendly and smart interface.”

CMS has enhanced surveillance system

JTI chose NUUO IP software solution to manage 105 IP cameras to monitor outdoor activities and lectures in the class room. JTI set video analysis; including missing object, foreign object and camera occlusion to detect all incidences of vandalism, and it also use E-map to identify the location of all cameras when there are unusual behaviors of students or other troublemakers.

In case of an emergency, an E-Map will pop up on NUUO software with the exact location of the JTI campus map on computer screen. Upgrading new vision of NUUO CMS, JTI controls 105 cameras to easily maintain a safe education environment.

Smart NUUO software to benefit JTI

“Smart people adopt smart technology. NUUO products are designed for those who have faith in advance future technology and NUUO meets all challenge. Moreover, NUUO is an example of quality products…… If you don’t go for quality, don’t go for security.” said by project manager of JTI’s system integrator. NUUO products have assisted safety guards to secure student and facilities in JTI with smart technology.